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Abstract 

 

This paper highlights the vision of Chic engineering campuses focusing on the 

quality of teachers, the technical infrastructure, the bubbling and vibrant 

students, steely main-frame of alumni, dynamic leadership of administration, 

well-proficient technical supporting staff. Aspects like progressive base of 

advanced technology centers in collaboration with the industries along with 

communication skills development platforms, quality teaching and researches 

are discussed. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

An educational institute is a sacred monument of animated and awakened individuals 

committed to cause of scholarly erudition. It abides with both biotic and a-biotic 

dimensions. The soul of any educational organization i.e., college or the university 

lies with the teachers. The abode of the soul of the institute lies in technical 

infrastructure or physical facilities. The soul is a life force which is sustained and 

nourished by requisite facilities. As plant requires congenial conditions and 

nourishment to grow, similarly institution does require physical infrastructure to 

sustain and develop. The soul and physical facilities generate an ambience of life 

force or educational aura of vital energy around it. Both are reciprocal and important 

to one another. Both throb and thrive together. Institutions without 

facilities/infrastructure would enervate in the long run. Conversely, institute without 

the dynamic soul of teachers/academicians would tumble down in due course. 

Hence, both man power and money-power are essential factors to animate any 
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institutions. Money or funds arranges for the facilities. Prime man-power of the 

institution is teacher. Money comes either from the Govt./Financing bodies or private 

sector. It is either bounded duty to see that sprouts they have planted as educational 

institution do not dry down on account of paucity of funds. But, it is sad commentary 

on the current milieu that the funding organizations have not been able to measure up 

to the basic requisites to translate the vision of Chic campuses in technical education. 

Teachers are the melting cauldrons who can forge the metals of students and can give 

them a shape of sparkling products. They have not only to build a product but also 

shape them into well baked, polished and composite stuff to be competitive and 

marketable world-wide. Thus remarkable feat cannot be achieved without teachers 

being scholarly and well-versed in art and science of teaching. 

The teachers of professional/engineering colleges are supposed to carry following 

distinct features as professionals for excellence: 

 Eminent scholar of one’s domain of knowledge. 

 Well-versed in pedagogy. 

 Some acclaimed contribution in his/her specialized field. 

 Liberal, adaptable to the situation and accessible to the students. 

 Agile, imaginative mind and sensible heart that watches and receives. They 

have to carry basic human qualities suffused with affable humaneness. 

 Love for learning and studies and with inclinations towards new researches 

and innovations. 

 Capable to think for oneself. 

 Possess definition of his/her own in the specialized field of knowledge. 

 

 

2.  Quality of Teachers 

To strengthen and promoting faculty development in the larger interests of the 

students, following measures/ programs can be launched/undertaken. 

 Up gradation of qualification through Q.I.P or other doctoral/Post-Doctoral 

programs. 

 Improving competency through teachers training. 

 Programs on research-methodologies and consultancies. 

 Hosting/participation in seminars/conferences for presentation of research 

papers. 

 Interaction with faculty in Ethiopia or abroad in the relevant field. 

 Linkages of faculty with industry. 

 Student counseling 

 Periodic evaluation of student’s performance by the faculty. 

 

 

3.  Students 

Students are the end-products who have to be shaped in a new mould and garb by the 

faculty. They are prime recipients of knowledge. Urge for learning is optimum among 

them. They are expected of the following merits: 
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 Thirst for knowledge 

 Adaptive attitude to accept new realities/facts. 

 Urge to update with new happening/events all around the locale. 

 Inclinations to increase knowledge both qualitatively & quantitatively. 

 Capacity to visualize, analyze and discern. 

 Capability to judge and sift the grain from the sand 

 Concentrated and contemplative mind to brood over and to arrive at right 

decision/ conclusion. 

 Disciplined conduct and high regard for the teachers and the system thereof. 

 Pride on their Alma Mater and having sense of fellow-feeling and brother 

hood. 

 

 

4.  Creation of suitable ambience 

It is highly desired for Chic and vibrant campuses. It is the environment which caters 

to optimum educability of students. The stay of students during their college days has 

to be made pleasant by creating right outlets and channels to imbibe optimum educo-

energy and ventilate it through appropriate forums/conclaves. Following 

facilities/arrangements can be made at the administrative level: 

 Well-equipped auditorium. 

 Student halls, good canteens/cafeteria to meet, refresh and discuss their 

experiences. 

 Student counseling programs by teachers to mitigate and resolve many 

problems of students academically or otherwise. 

 Career counseling cell consisting of a professional T.P.O. along with well-

developed data- base to impart current career- counseling based on ground 

experience of the T.P.O. with the industries. 

 Student councils for extra-curricular activities. Participation in atleast two 

councils should be made mandatory. 

 Student forums run by the institute should be opened to attract greater number 

of students for creative/technical hobbies. 

 Students research/innovative paper presentation contests be organized by the 

students of each departments at least once in a year. 

 Seminars, workshops, cultural/literary festivals, sports-meets create refreshing 

thrills in the minds of the students and save them from boredom, ennui and 

mental physical inertia and fatigue. 

 Good hostel facilities consisting of fooding, lodging is to be generated 

adequately. 

 Round-the-clock library openings (shift wise) to ensure good reading 

ambience for students. Automation of library would be doubly blessing for the 

students. 
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5.  Industry – Institute Collaboration 

In contemporary times institute-industry interaction plays a pivotal role in revamping 

academic infrastructure of any institution and lifts it to great heights of excellence. 

Our products (students) have to be in sync with the contemporary demands of the 

industry. Following programs would be a mile- stone in laying the solid structure for 

such interaction. 

 Core-industrial organizations of leading cutting-edge technology should be 

identified. 

 M.O.U. should be signed with them to open their centers. 

 In syllabus and curriculum design experts from the industries can be invited to 

share their thrust areas i.e. technological demands/inputs of the industry. 

 Sr. Engineers /Managers from the industry are invited to deliver expert 

lectures to the students/faculty. 

 Professional training of the students with the selected industries, corporate 

should be organized. 

 Industry exposure to the faculty can be facilitated. 

 Problem-solving projects can be undertaken by the students with the select 

band of industries in collaboration. 

 The C.E.Os./M.Ds./G.Ms. of the corporate world or industrial houses may be 

taken on the member- rolls of B.O.Gs/Academic councils. 

 Joint R&D programs can be organized with industrial collaboration. 

 U.G& P.G programs can be so revamped to contain core features of current 

high technology demands. 

 

 

6. Thrust areas and strategic technologies 

In this vision document of Chic campus engineering college following thrust areas 

can be incorporated. It will go along with in making our vision complete in terms of 

emerging sectors of technology. 

(A) Communication: Following areas are emerging fast in terms of industrial 

demands and technology. 

 Wireless technology and network sensors. 

 Satellite and space (inter-planet) communication technology. 

 Global high speed data transfer. 

 Speech modulation & communication technology/Educational technology& 

Multimedia. 

 

(B) Engineering Industries & Manufacturing. 

 Electronics & Instrumentation 

 Robotics & Automation of industries(CAD/CAM) 

 New manufacturing technologies. 

 Micro & Nano manufacturing. 

 Biometrics. 
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(C) Materials and processing 

 High performance, multi-functional & Chic materials 

 Energy efficient lighting. 

 Solar/biomass/wind energy systems. 

 Power system & transmission. 

 Sensor & actuators. 

 Fracture mechanics. 

 Composite materials. 

 

(D) Computing 

 Computing at the speed of light, optical computing. 

 Quantum computing 

 Computer & network security 

 Artificial intelligence 

 Nano computers 

 Security engineering including biometrics 

 

(E) Development of newer and advanced technologies 

 Computational Fluid Dynamics 

 Embedded technology and real time systems 

 VLSI 

 MEMS and NEMS 

 Advanced sensors & Network sensors 

 Application of artificial neural network (ANN) & Fuzzy logic. 

 GIS and Exploration of minerals & crude oil etc., 

 Remote sensing and resource planning. 

 Under sea exploration. 

 

 

7.  Role of alumni for campus upliftment 

The role of alumni in the process of the institution is crucial and significant. They can 

tremendously contribute to the advancement and growth in numerous ways. 

Following steps are necessary in forging strong bonding of the alumni with the 

institute: 

 An alumni web-site is the first step in augmenting interaction. Web-managers 

will see that all queries/communication of the alumni is promptly responded. 

 Greater participation of alumni in career counseling, facilitation of project 

works by students, internship, and job-search can be promoted with their help. 

 Video/Tele conferencing of students, T.P.O., Administration be organized to 

elicit vigorous help and assistance from them. 

 Expert lectures/Brain-storming sessions of the visiting alumni with the 

students can be arranged to garner first hand field experience/expertise from 

them. 
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 Mentorship, pre-placement workshops and C.V. Review programs by the 

alumni of the institution for larger benefits of students can be undertaken to 

infuse confidence among students. It will also add to their better job-prospects. 

Students would benefit from their expertise, experience & strategic skills. 

 Alumni meet in metro-cities/I.T. hubs of the country be promoted to 

strengthen kinship and belongingness of alumni with the institute. 

 Financial help/ aids from the alumni can serve the interests of institution 

well.This can be ensured by making appropriate provisions for smooth flow of 

remittance from them with proper audit procedures. Money/ financial 

assistance afforded by alumni can be utilized for development projects/ 

schemes of the institutions. 

 The institute’s web-site must register the location or relocation of every 

alumni on regular basis chronologically with up-to-date data-base. 

 Alumni at top positions in Govt./Public sector/corporate be involved in the 

constituent structure of T.P.O. formally. 

 Suggestion/Tips from their professional experience be accommodated in the 

syllabus/curriculum development as elective/main course-inputs. 

 

 

8.  Laboratories and technical infrastructure 

Laboratories/technical infrastructure has a vital role in adding to excellence of 

Engineers/professionals as theory without practice is lame and practice without theory 

is blind. Practical knowledge is an essential part for learning/training of students. 

Concept is the substratum on which technological pyramid of know-how is built. 

Industry needs practical translation of the concepts. Students get value-addition by 

imbibing practical knowledge while working on numerous systems. Laboratory-

teaching is quite crucial for technical profundity. 

Following lab/systems layouts will add a landmark to technical prowess: 

 Campus networking is indispensible part of technical upsurge. 

 Communication skills development lab on state-of-art usage be established to 

hone communication skills of students/teachers to enhance their performance 

level while adding to employability of students. 

 Net-Connections to Chic class rooms is necessary. 

 Computer-Centers in every department is essential. 

 Centers of modern technology, cutting edge/ strategic technologies based on 

industrial needs contribute to the rapid advancement of institution. Centers 

like D.C.S./Automation; Microprocessor/Chip designing/; Web-Technology; 

Tele-com labs/ Mobile technology; CAD/CAM centers; Advanced programing 

centers etc., will pave the way for campus revolution. 

 On-line teaching/evaluation facility can be created for in-depth 

teaching/evaluation process. 

 Library automation is created. 

 Office automation/networking through internet server will make the things 

easy for teachers/students. 
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9.  Administration 

 Administration is in a facilitator mode. 

 Head of organization monitoring the academic performance of 

teachers/students with periodic appraisal of their attendance/quality-teaching. 

 Promotion and monitoring of quality teaching and research work be carried 

out by the head of the institution along with suitable incentives. Quality 

research be promoted, encouraged and rewarded. 

 Administration/head of the institution carry out talent identification of each 

employee and draw out the optimum potential from each 

faculty/staff/administration. 

 Administrator be honest wise, cordial, considerate visionary, tactful and be 

torch bearer for others by fostering professional ethics and human values in 

the organization. 

 Administrator is righteous, firm and daring in taking sensible decisions. 

 Administrator is innovative, launching new creative and constructive ventures 

throughout. 

 Enough funds/finances are managed by administration to run the new projects 

from financing bodies. 

 Academic programmers’/seminars/workshops/guest lecturers/summer-

training, skill training be facilitated and organized by the administration. 

 

 

10.  Teaching-Supporting/Technical staff 

 Be trained on crucial/critical/current methodological/technological. 

 Qualified and competent staff to handle lab/systems experiments. 

 Be able to instruct the students in liaison with teachers. 

 Be disciplined and abide by motto of academic competence/technical agility 

 Be innovative and adopt one’s new approach to experiments. 

 Must be studious & cherish an urge for learning the emerging contours of 

technology. 

 Periodic-training to technical supporting staff can yield wonderful results and 

help overcome their academic stagnation. 

 

11.  Findings 

 Sufficient funds are necessary to run academic program. 

 Autonomy is sine of academic revival at par with global standards. 

 Competent faculty recruitment. 

 Objective student’s feedback is necessary for teachers to upgrade themselves. 

 Toning up of administration 

 Promotion & incentives for quality research work. 

 Industry- Institute collaboration. 

 Strengthening the T.P.O. with professional head of training & placement. 

 Alumni support is elicited. 
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 E-cataloguing & automation of library. 

 Organization of seminar/workshop/technical paper presentation by students. 

 Centers of advance technology are established. 

 State-of-art labs. 

 Students counseling by faculty 

 Continuous evaluation of students. 

 

 

12.  Conclusion 

The vision of Chic engineering campuses can be retrieved with reinforcing focus on 

the quality of teachers, the technical infrastructure, the bubbling and vibrant students, 

steely main-frame of alumni, dynamic leadership of administration, well-proficient 

technical supporting staff and, last but not least, progressive base of advanced 

technology centers in collaboration with the industries along with communication 

skill development platforms. The wide ranging comfortable physical infrastructure 

will provide a breathing and refreshing space to students and would make their stay 

thrilling. Hence ambience of good teaching and researches would be created when our 

class rooms will be attractive enough where the student would be enlightened by 

application of audio-visual & internet usage. The availability of funds and 

commitment of the institution/organization would definitely make it happen and the 

vision could be-translated into reality provided the ambience/environment sustains 

and reinvigorates it. With motivated faculty and knowledge-hungry students 

nourished and revitalized by physical and technical infrastructure, the vision can 

never remain a distance dream. One day the stagnation can be broken and dissipated, 

and the fresh breeze of academic resurgence will bloom thousand flowers of academic 

excellence. The enchanting fragrance of academic renaissance will envelope-everyone 

in its stride. 
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